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Who We Are
World Wide Technology (WWT) is committed to
helping our customers bridge the gap between
business and technology stakeholders so they
can innovate faster and compete in the global
marketplace.

Our Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) program truly embraces the
social issues that are important to
our employees, our customers and
our partners. We solicit feedback,
listen and respond to the concerns
that are most pressing to our key
stakeholders.

Supplier Diversity
Highlights

Our Global Community Impact
program is one of the main ways
we give back to and support the
communities we serve.

We’re a nationally-certified minorityowned Business Enterprise (MBE) with an
award-winning Supplier Diversity program.
In addition, WWT is certified by the
National Minority Supplier Development
Council (NMSDC) and is a Corporate Plus
member, which recognizes MBEs with a
proven track record to handle national
contracts.

We’re an EPA Green Power Partner.

We conduct business with the
highest degree of ethics and
integrity while following all
applicable laws, regulations and
company policies.

We hold the highest certification
levels among leading OEMs,
including Cisco, HPE, Dell EMC,
NetApp, F5 and VMware.

And we’re consistently rated as one of the
“100 Best Companies to Work For®” by
Fortune and Great Place to Work.
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Letter From Our
Executive Sponsor
With rapid growth into expanding markets, we’ve not only taken great measures
to be on the leading edge of innovation, but to be responsible and protective of
our environment in doing so. For us, that means executing a corporate-wide policy
demonstrating our commitment to CSR.
WWT is committed to conducting business in a manner that is socially and
environmentally responsible. We’re also dedicated to using our company resources,
industry influence and leadership presence to positively impact people, communities
and the environment. We consider our commitment to achieving improved social and
environmental outcomes as a key element supporting our organization’s continued
growth and sustainability.

“We believe making a
positive social and
business impact on the
world requires a
combination of
corporate social
responsibility and
embracing diversity in
people and ideas.”
Ann Marr, CSR Executive Sponsor

The Team

Ann Marr

EVP of Global HR, CSR
Executive Sponsor
Ann.Marr@wwt.com

Javon Coleman

Supplier Diversity Program
Manager
Javon.Coleman@wwt.com

Bob Ferrell

VP, Diversity & Inclusion
Bob.Ferrell@wwt.com

Erica Clark

Supplier Diversity
Coordinator
Erica.Clark@wwt.com

Juanita Logan

Area VP, Global Corporate
Development
Juanita.Logan@wwt.com

Shay Gillespie

Diversity Business
Development Manager,
Central
Shay.Gillespie@wwt.com

Nicole Tate

Area VP, Global Client
Enablement
Nicole.Tate@wwt.com

Brian Sharpless

Diversity Business
Development Manager, East
Brian.Sharpless@wwt.com

Dicran Arnold

Area VP, West
Dicran.Arnold@wwt.com

Andre Dawson

Diversity Business
Development Manager, West
Andre.Dawson@wwt.com
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COVID-19 Impact Statement
The global pandemic caused by the coronavirus, COVID-19,
significantly disrupted public establishments and businesses
of every type throughout the world.

Learn more
Please visit our website to learn
more about WWT’s Supplier
Diversity program and WWT’s
COVID response.

The shutdown required major business closures and changes in operations that affected
most companies, including WWT’s operations. We would be remiss not to acknowledge
and express our compassion to all those who have been impacted by this pandemic,
which has created unprecedented challenges across health, social welfare, economies
and supply chains globally. WWT aims to do our part in helping minimize the pandemic’s
economic impact by helping economies rebound while supporting communities in their
recovery efforts. As with most companies, WWT implemented procedures to protect our
employees while also creating a safe work environment for our suppliers. We continue to
value the impact and support of our small and diverse suppliers and will continue to look
for opportunities to engage them.
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Suppliers Overview
2020 Diverse Supplier Spend

42 Minority
Owned

36 Women
Owned

$ 59,221,365

$0

8 Veteran
Owned

$ 8,944,054

$50,000,000

Minority Owned

$ 853,040

$100,000,000

Women Owned

$150,000,000

Veteran Owned

Yearly Spend

7 Disabled Veteran
Owned
$ 2,313,528

$200,000,000

Chart Title

191 Small
Business

$250,000, 000

Disabled Veteran Owned

35 Small Disadvantaged
Business

$ 299,932,002

$ 12,824,291

$300,000,000

Grand
Small Business

$350,000,000

$400,000,000

$450, 000,000

total
$384,088,280
Small of
Disadvantaged
Business

and 319 suppliers

Locations

$384m

$305m
$277m

2018

2019

2020

Disabled Veteran
Minority Owned
Small Business
Woman Owned
Veteran Owned
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Supplier Diversity Highlights
NMSDC
WWT’s Corporate Development Program (CDP) works closely with the National
Minority Supplier Development Council (NMSDC) and its affiliate regional councils
across the country to help advance business opportunities for minority-owned
business enterprises. WWT has been a member of the NMSDC and its affiliate
regional councils for nearly 25 years. NMSDC’s mission to help advance business
opportunities for minority owned business enterprises is one we share. NMSDC
regional councils are responsible for certifying Asian, African American, Hispanic and
Native American owned businesses using NMSDC guidelines.
In 1998, WWT became a Corporate Plus member of the NMSDC in recognition of our
proven capacity to handle national contracts. Today, WWT’s ability to help advance business
opportunities for minority owned business enterprises is largely realized through NMSDC and its affiliates
efforts. As a result, WWT is highly vested and committed to NMSDC’s success. Some of the ways WWT
supported NMSDC in 2020 include:
• Serving on NMSDC’s technology committee
• Facilitating NMSDC’s technology roadmap initiative
• Supporting efforts to enable MBE access to PPP funding
• Board and committee leadership roles across multiple affiliate councils
WWT looks forward to supporting the NMSDC for many years to come.

MSDUK
As WWT continues to grow its global Supplier Diversity program, the team participated
in the Minority Supplier Diversity United Kingdom (MSDUK) virtual annual conference and
tradeshow. MSDUK was established by founder and CEO Mayank Shah in 2006 as the UK’s
first corporate-led organization that encouraged large private sector firms to drive inclusive
procurement behavior and engage with ethnic minority-owned businesses (EMBs). Fifteen
years on, they have worked with sourcing teams of over 125 large firms, more than 500
sourcing professionals and nearly 1,500 small and medium size businesses owned by ethnic
minorities with a combined turnover in excess of £675M employing over 15,000 people.
In addition, the MSDUK has organized over 100 industry-specific meet-the-buyer events,
hundreds of learning sessions and 10 global conferences. All these efforts have generated
over £675M of business for EMBs and made a huge socio-economic impact within the
communities they are located, creating and sustaining hundreds of jobs in those places.
In return, large firms get access to a new, improved and innovative supply base. But perhaps
more imporantly, the past decade has provided valuable lessons — both good and bad —
and proven without doubt that inclusion of diverse-owned SMEs brings tangible economic
and social benefits for all involved in the supply chain.
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All-Star Program
WWT believes that organizational success is driven by satisfied and motivated employees
and suppliers. We also believe that satisfaction and performance can be enhanced
through awards and recognition. Internally, WWT uses annual surveys to capture the
impact WWT is having on employees, customers and suppliers. Likewise, we conduct
annual surveys to assess how our diverse and non-diverse suppliers are impacting our
customers.
Our commitment to recognize performance is why WWT’s All-Star program was born.
The program’s objective is to provide mentorship, access, recognition and opportunities
for WWT’s top diverse suppliers. Through this program, we strive to recognize suppliers in
a timely and effective way while providing opportunities that drive growth for our diverse
supplier base.
WWT believes investing in supplier diversity activities is a critical component of our
company’s success. WWT has developed this program from the same foundation as the
rest of our business, which includes our clearly defined core values, corporate vision and
mission. These principles provide transparency and visibility into our business and drive
how we engage employees, partners and customers.

2019 All-Star Award Recipient
WWT’s 2019 Diverse Supplier of the Year was awarded to Farida Gibbs of Gibbs Hybrid.
Gibbs Hybrid is an international IT and business services firm providing a “one-stop shop”
helping customers with managed solutions, talent services and outsourcing while driving
customer success to mid-market and global businesses. Gibbs enable their clients across
the globe to reach their objectives via a set of outcomes or alternatively by providing them
with the experts to get there. Gibbs is Europe’s largest certified minority-woman-owned
business.
Gibbs’ operations span across the UK, EMEA and US where they have been supporting
their clients advancement and evolution for over 16 years. Gibbs has a unique peoplepowered culture which is diverse, collaborative, and inclusive, innovative and successorientated. In their time, Gibbs has pioneered a mixed model that offers both high-quality
resourcing and consultancy solutions. This bespoke approach has secured their rapidly
growing global footprint across the UK, Eastern Europe and North America.
This integrated and hybrid approach allows clients to engage with a single preferred
partner for multiple services, using differing and flexible models to do so, based on their
requirements. Gibbs specializes in IT, digital, change and transformation, data science, AI,
security, infrastructure, engineering, cloud, DevOps, operations, architecture, testing, risk
and compliance, KYC AML, project management as a service, multi-discipline solutions,
networking, digital marketing and communications, big data, analytics and development.
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Overture
In 2020, WWT selected Overture Solutions as our primary marketing and promotional
item partner to support our global operations. Based in the greater Chicago area, Overture
is an award-winning, woman-owned top 20 distributor of promotional products. Overture’s
hallmark is its end-to-end in-house services, including domestic and international
sourcing of promotional products, graphic design, web development, on-site screen
printing and embroidery, 170,000 square feet of office and warehouse space, kit assembly,
packing, and domestic and international shipping.
Overture designs, builds and hosts customized web stores – which give its customers an
easy-to-use platform for ordering branded merchandise – with marketing support and
detailed reporting. It is a founding member of the Brand Unbound global network, a global
collective of best-in-market promotional product agencies with proven track records in
meeting the needs of enterprise-level organizations.

ET Superior Support – Where are we now?
WWT’s 2017 Diverse Supplier of the Year ET Superior continues to perform at a high level
for WWT. Since their award, ET has won more than $7 million in business with WWT. ET
continues to go above and beyond in support of WWT and has been a quintessential
supplier of WWT for over 14 years.
In 2020 WWT, partnered with ET for a benchmarking analysis which found that ET
purchased similar products from our suppliers for a much higher price. Leveraging
WWT’s buying power, ET was able to secure WWT pricing when purchasing products
from our suppliers. This investment will save ET hundreds of thousands of dollars annually.
As WWT continues to invest in our partnerships with diverse business, we are proud of
the investments and efforts our internal teams make in support of our diverse business
partners.
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TAP
WWT and Inspired Solutions created the Technician Apprenticeship Program (TAP) to
increase the diversity of candidates while also addressing attrition in WWT’s Integration
Lab team.
Inspired Solutions is a minority, woman, and service-disabled veteran-owned small
business that provides world-class information technology, cybersecurity, program and
project management, training and development, and strategic supply-chain management
solutions to meet the business and operational needs of their customers.
In addition, TAP allows the lab’s resources and management to focus on the deployment
of successful solutions. Upon completion of this innovative four-week program WWT and
Inspired are able to deliver trained lab technician who are well versed in WWT’s core values
and have direct experience and exposure to the labs.

Impact
• To date, 100% of the apprentices who completed the TAP training were hired or eligible
to be hired as full-time employees.
• 47% of the resources who completed the training classify as diverse
• Over 140 apprentices have completed the program
• 3 cohorts per month
• Inspired has been able to hire 4 full-time resources to support the program

TW Constructors
In 2020, WWT moved into a pair of 1 million square foot facilities collectively known as the
North American Integration Center in Edwardsville, Illinois, near our global headquarters.
This expansion has allowed WWT to grow its capacity as well as grow the workforce to
accommodate the new facility. A crucial part of this expansion is longtime partner Todd
Weaver and TW Constructors. As a lead contractor on this facility, TW continues to deliver
for WWT in our pursuit of being the best technology solution provider in the world. Before
and in the midst of the pandemic, TW Constructors continued to deliver a quality product
in a timely manner. This expansion allows WWT to deliver the highest quality supply chain
services to our customers around the globe.
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Western Regional Minority Supplier
Development Council: Class 4 Supplier of
the Year Award
WWT was honored as the recipient of the WRMSDC’s 2020 Class
4 Supplier of the Year. WRMSDC supports the growth and business
development of minority communities by championing the use
of minority-owned businesses in Northern California, Nevada and
Hawaii. WWT was recognized as a dedicated community leader with
excellent service, support and innovation that works to do business
with other MBE companies. In addition, this award highlights
organizations as an innovative, inclusive champion that prioritizes
mentorship, community and generosity. Thank you to our customers
and partners who continue to advocate of WWT’s behalf.

Mid-States MSDC MBE to MBE Spend Award
WWT is proud to announce that we have been selected by the NMSDC’s Mid-States Supplier
Development Council’s as the MBE-to-MBE Award winner. Mid-State’s mission is to accelerate
economic growth by driving opportunities and collaboration between corporations and
minority businesses. The Mid-States MSDC’s footprint includes Central Illinois, Indiana and
Eastern Missouri and we connect our corporate members with qualified minority-owned
suppliers of all sizes – Minority Business Enterprises (MBE) – that meet a high standard of
excellence.
WWT was nominated for our collaborative, supportive and instructive team and has
continuously sought avenues to engage in business with other minority suppliers. This year’s
event was held at The Crane Bay in Indianapolis.

2020 Virtual Procurement Conference & Supplier
Diversity Excellence Awards Ceremony Refocus,
Rebuild, Reengage: Redefining Your Business in
the COVID Era
In 2020, WWT Area Vice President Dicran “D” Arnold spoke at the Pacific
Southwest Minority Supplier Development Council’s Annual Excellence
Awards Ceremony as the keynote speaker. During his time, D spoke about the
importance and significance of minority business participation. As a leader in
the space, D was able to share some of the challenges as well as successes that
minority-owned businesses face. Encouraging the group to remain innovative
and intentional, D was able to develop a deep connection with the attendees.
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Make a new
world happen.

